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opportunity afforded to foreign competitors ol supplanting
this kingdom in the Levant trade. It was also urged that
" the large profit which an exclusive company generally
insists on for their goods, though an advantage to the com-
pany, is a great national loss "—alike to the woollen manu-
facturers whose market abroad was contracted, and to the
silk manufacturers whose raw material was enhanced in
price x. The agitation against the Company was successful,
not in throwing open the trade, but in relaxing the conditions
of membership : under the Act of 1754 the obligation to be
a * mere merchant' and a freeman of London was abolished,
and the admission fine was fixed at twenty poundsz. The
Company survived into the nineteenth century and its
charter was not surrendered until 1825 *„
(VI)
the african company
Trade with The connexion between England and Africa was already
Africa. ^ evidence in the Middle Ages. In 1415, according to
Walsingham, the King of Portugal captured Ceuta in North
Africa ' principally with, the aid of English merchants ' *;
and in 1481 a Portuguese embassy was sent to England in
order to stop the preparations for an English expedition to
Guinea5. The sixteenth century witnessed a series of at-
tempts to open up trade with Africa. William Hawkins,
the father of Sir John Hawkins, made a voyage to Guinea in
15306. Next came two trading voyages to Barbary in 1551
and 15527, followed in 1553 by another voyage to Guinea
which was financed by London capitalists 8. For a time the
expeditions to Guinea, which were in the nature of separate
joint-stock ventures, grew frequent9, and Queen Elizabeth
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*	Statutes at Large, vii. 24.    Also supra, p. 341.    Members were also
entitled to trade to any place in the Company's sphere.
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